VirTra’s live fire conversion kits make training incredibly realistic. Convert your duty weapon into a simulation-ready weapon by removing the firearm’s bolt carrier group and installing the kit - no permanent modification required. The kit supports semi- or full-auto fire.

Choose from VirTra’s three magazine options. Each magazine’s training benefits include:

- **STANDARD**
  - Internal CO2 Chamber
  - Aircraft-Grade Aluminum

- **FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS**
  - Internal CO2 Chamber
  - Aircraft-Grade Aluminum
  - Supports End of Magazine Bolt Hold Open

- **ADVANCED SKILLS**
  - Internal CO2 Chamber
  - Aircraft-Grade Aluminum
  - Supports Instructor Initiated Bolt Hold Open
  - Wireless BLE Communication
  - Mini USB Charging
VirTra’s unique conversion kit design allows for easy conversion with no permanent modification required. Each pistol recoil kit is made with hardened stainless steel, providing the durability needed to handle constant training usage while operating at the correct cyclical rate.

Benefits include: increased safety in training, money saved and an environmentally-friendly form of training.

Supporting pistol types include, but are not limited to: Beretta®, Glock®, Heckler & Koch®, Sig Sauer®, Smith & Wesson® and Taurus®.

Choose from VirTra’s three magazine options. Each magazine’s training benefits include:

- Internal CO2 Chamber
- Aircraft-Grade Aluminum
- Simulates Loaded Magazine

STANDARD

FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS

ADVANCED SKILLS

- Internal CO2 Chamber
- Aircraft-Grade Aluminum
- Simulates Loaded Magazine
- Supports Slide Lock Back

- Internal CO2 Chamber
- Aircraft-Grade Aluminum
- Instructor Initiated Slide Lock Back
- BLE Wireless Communication
- 8+ Hours of Battery Life
- Micro USB Charging
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